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ABSTRACT
We describe a prototype Search-by-Example or look-up tool
for signs, based on a newly developed 1000-concept sign
lexicon for four national sign languages (GSL, DGS, LSF,
BSL), which includes a spoken language gloss, a HamNoSys
description, and a video for each sign. The look-up tool
combines an interactive sign recognition system, supported
by KinectTMtechnology, with a real-time sign synthesis sys-
tem, using a virtual human signer, to present results to the
user. The user performs a sign to the system and is pre-
sented with animations of signs recognised as similar. The
user also has the option to view any of these signs performed
in the other three sign languages. We describe the support-
ing technology and architecture for this system, and present
some preliminary evaluation results.

1. INTRODUCTION
Web 2.0 brings many new technologies to internet users but
it still revolves around written language. Dicta-Sign1 is
a three-year research project funded by the EU FP7 Pro-
gramme. It aims to provide Deaf users of the Internet with
tools that enable them to use sign language for interaction
via Web 2.0 tools. The project therefore develops technolo-
gies that enable sign language to be recognised using video
input, or devices such as the Microsoft XBox 360 KinectTM.
It also develops synthesis technologies for the presentation

∗The research leading to these results has received fund-
ing from the European Community’s Seventh Framework
Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement no.
231135.
1
http://www.dictasign.eu/

of sign language through signing avatars. The use of avatars,
rather than video, is driven by the requirement to respect
anonymity and to enable material from different authors to
be edited together in Wiki-style. Users can control their
view of an avatar, changing the speed of signing and even
the character that performs the signs.

The Hamburg Notation System (HamNoSys) [14, 7] sup-
ports detailed description of signs at the phonetic level,
covering hand location, shape, and orientation as well as
movement direction, distance, and manner. In addition to
notation for manual aspects of signs, use of other articula-
tors can be specified, including head and body pose, and
facial expressions including mouth, eye, and eyebrow ges-
tures. The notation is not specific to any particular sign
language. HamNoSys is used to drive animation of signing
avatars through an XML format Sign Gesture Mark-up Lan-
guage (SiGML) [4, 3]. In addition, SiGML representations
are used in training the sign language recognition system.

The project partners work with a range of national sign lan-
guages: British Sign Language (BSL), Deutsche Gebärden-
sprache - German Sign Language (DGS), Greek Sign Lan-
guage (GSL), and Langue des Signes Française - French Sign
Language (LSF). For each language, a corpus of over 10
hours of conversational material has been recorded and is
being annotated with sign language glosses that link to lex-
ical databases developed for each language. The Dicta-Sign
Basic Lexicon, providing a common core database with signs
for over 1000 concepts, has been developed in parallel for all
four languages used. Each concept is linked to a video and a
HamNoSys transcription in each of the four languages. This
enables recognition to be trained for multiple languages, and
synthesis to generate corresponding signs in any of the lan-
guages.

The Search-By-Example tool presented is a proof-of-concept
prototype that has been constructed to show how sign recog-
nition and sign synthesis can be combined in a simple lookup
tool. The user signs in front of the Kinect device and is pre-
sented with animations of one or more signs recognised as



similar to the sign performed. A chosen sign can be pre-
sented in all of the four supported sign languages so that a
user can view and compare signs in different languages.

We present the sign recognition process and the sign synthe-
sis process in some detail. We then describe the architecture
and graphical interface of the prototype tool. Finally we dis-
cuss results and user evaluation of the system.

2. SIGN RECOGNITION
Previous sign recognition systems have tended towards data
driven approaches [6, 21]. However, recent work has shown
that using linguistically derived features can offer good per-
formance. [13, 1] One of the more challenging aspects of
sign recognition is the tracking of a user’s hands. As such
the KinectTMdevice has offered the sign recognition com-
munity a short-cut to real-time performance by exploiting
depth information to robustly provide skeleton data. In the
relatively short time since its release several proof of concept
demonstrations have emerged. Ershaed et al . have focussed
on Arabic sign language and have created a system which
recognises isolated signs. They present a system working
for 4 signs and recognise some close up handshape informa-
tion [5]. At ESIEA they have been using Fast Artificial Neu-
ral Networks to train a system which recognises two French
signs [20]. This small vocabulary is a proof of concept but
it is unlikely to be scalable to larger lexicons. It is for this
reason that many sign recognition approaches use variants
of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [16, 19]. One of the first
videos to be uploaded to the web came from Zafrulla et al .
and was an extension of their previous CopyCat game for
deaf children [22]. The original system uses coloured gloves
and accelerometers to track the hands, this was replaced by
tracking from the KinectTM. They use solely the upper part
of the torso and normalise the skeleton according to arm
length. They have an internal dataset containing 6 signs; 2
subject signs, 2 prepositions and 2 object signs. The signs
are used in 4 sentences (subject, preposition, object) and
they have recorded 20 examples of each. They list under
further work that signer independence would be desirable
which suggests that their dataset is single signer but this
is not made clear. By using a cross validated system, they
train HMMs (Via the Georgia Tech Gesture Toolkit [9]) to
recognise the signs. They perform three types of tests, those
with full grammar constraints getting 100%, those where the
number of signs is known getting 99.98% and those with no
restrictions getting 98.8%.

While these proof of concept works have achieved good re-
sults on single signer datasets, there have not been any for-
ays into signer independent recognition. In order to achieve
the required generalisation, a set of robust, user-independent
features are extracted and sign classifiers are trained across
a group of signers. The skeleton of the user is tracked using
the OpenNI/Primesense libraries [12, 15]. Following this,
a range of features are extracted to describe the sign in
terms similar to SiGML or HamNoSys notation. SiGML is
an XML-based format which describes the various elements
of a sign. HamNoSys is a linguistic notation, also for de-
scribing sign via its sub-units. 2 These sub-sign features are

2Conversion between the two forms is possible for most
signs. However while HamNoSys is usually presented via

then combined into sign level classifiers using a Sequential
Pattern Boosting method [11].

2.1 Features
Two types of features are extracted, those encoding the mo-
tion of the hands and those encoding the location of the
sign being performed. These features are simple and cap-
ture general motion which generalises well; achieving excel-
lent results when combined with a suitable learning frame-
work as will be seen in section 5. The tracking returns
x,y,z co-ordinates which will be specific not only to an in-
dividual but also to the way in which they perform a sign.
However, linguistics describes motions in conceptual terms
such as ‘hands move left’ or ‘dominant hand moves up’ [17,
18]. These generic labels can cover a wide range of signing
styles whilst still containing discriminative motion informa-
tion. Previous work has shown that these types of labels can
be successfully applied as geometric features to pre-recorded
data. [8, 10]. In this real-time work, linear motion directions
are used; specifically, individual hand motions in the x plane
(left and right), the y plane (up and down) and the z plane
(towards and away from the signer). This is augmented by
bi-manual classifiers for ‘hands move together’, ‘hands move
apart’ and ‘hands move in sync’. The approximate size of
the head is used as a heuristic to discard ambient motion
and the type of motion occurring is derived directly from
deterministic rules on the x,y,z co-ordinates of the hand po-
sition. Also, locations should not be described as absolute
values such as the x,y,z co-ordinates returned by the track-
ing, but instead related to the signer. A subset of these can
be accurately positioned using the skeleton returned by the
tracker. As such, the location features are calculated using
the distance of the dominant hand from skeletal joints. The
9 joints currently considered are displayed in figure 1. While
displayed in 2D, the regions surrounding the joints are ac-
tually 3D spheres. When the dominant hand (in this image
shown by the smaller red dot) moves into the region around
a joint then that feature will fire.

Figure 1: Body joints used to extract sign locations

2.2 Sign Level classification
The motion and location binary feature vectors are concate-
nated to create a single binary feature vector. This feature
vector is then used as the input to a sign level classifier

a special font for linguistic use, SiGML is more suited to
automatic processing.



for recognition. By using a binary approach, better gener-
alisation is obtained and far less training data is required
than approaches which must generalise over both a continu-
ous input space as well as the variability between signs (e.g.
HMMs).

Another problem with traditional Markov models is that
they encode exact series of transitions over all features rather
than relying only on discriminative features. This leads to
significant reliance on user dependant feature combinations
which, if not replicated in test data, will result in poor recog-
nition performance. Sequential pattern boosting, on the
other hand, compares the input data for relevant features
and ignores the irrelevant features. A sequential pattern is
a sequence of discriminative feature subsets that occur in
positive examples of a sign and not negative examples (see
Figure 2). Unfortunately, finding SP weak classifiers corre-
sponding to optimal sequential patterns by brute force is not
possible due to the immense size of the sequential pattern
search space. To this end, the method of Sequential Pat-
tern Boosting is employed. This method poses the learning
of discriminative sequential patterns as a tree based search
problem. The search is made efficient by employing a set of
pruning criteria to find the sequential patterns that provide
optimal discrimination between the positive and negative ex-
amples. The resulting tree-search method is integrated into
a boosting framework; resulting in the SP-Boosting algo-
rithm that combines a set of unique and optimal sequential
patterns for a given classification problem.

3. SIGN SYNTHESIS
The final stages of JASigning [2], the realtime animation sys-
tem used in Dicta-Sign, follow the conventional design of 3D
virtual human animation systems based on posing a skele-
ton for the character in 3D and using facial morph targets to
provide animation of facial expressions. The 3D skeleton de-
sign is bespoke, but is similar to those used in packages such
as Maya and 3ds Max. Indeed, animations from JASigning
can be exported to those packages. A textured mesh, con-
veying the skin and clothing of the character, is linked to the
skeleton and moves with it naturally as the skeleton pose is
changed. The facial morphs deform key mesh points on the
face to create facial expressions.

The novel aspects of JASigning are at the higher level, con-
verting a HamNoSys representation of a sign into a sequence
of skeleton positions and morph values to produce a faith-
ful animation of the sign. The HamNoSys is encoded in
h-SiGML which is essentially a textual transformation of
the sequence of HamNoSys phonetic symbols into XML el-
ements. Some addition information may be added to vary
the timing and scale of signing. The h-SiGML form is con-
verted by JASigning into corresponding g-SiGML which re-
tains the HamNoSys information but presents it in a form
that captures the syntactic structure of the gesture descrip-
tion, corresponding to the phonetic structure of the gesture
itself.

Animgen, the core component of JASigning, transforms a
g-SiGML sign, or sequence of signs, into the sequence of
skeleton poses and morph values used to render successive
frames of an animation. Processing is many times quicker
than realtime, allowing realtime animation of signing rep-

resented in SiGML using the animation data generated by
Animgen. HamNoSys and SiGML abstract away from the
physical dimensions of the signer but animation data for a
particular avatar must be produced specifically for the char-
acter. For example, if data generated for one character is
applied to another, fingers that were in contact originally
may now be separated, or may collide, due to differences in
the lengths of limbs. Animgen therefore uses the definition
of the avatar skeleton, along with the location of a range of
significant locations on the body, to generate avatar-specific
animation data that performs signs in the appropriate fash-
ion for the chosen character.

A HamNoSys description specifies the location, orientation,
and shape of the hands at the start of a sign and then spec-
ifies zero or more movements that complete the sign. Anim-
gen processes the g-SiGML representation of the sign to plan
the series of postures that make up a sign and the movements
needed between them. Symbolic HamNoSys values are con-
verted to precise 3D geometric information for the specific
avatar. Animation data is then produced by tracking the
location of the hands for each frame, using inverse kinemat-
ics to pose the skeleton at each time step. The dynamics
of movements are controlled by an envelope that represents
the pattern of acceleration and deceleration that takes place.
When signs are combined in sequences, it is necessary to
add movement for the transition between the ending pos-
ture of one sign and the starting posture of the next.The
nature of movement for inter-sign transitions is somewhat
more relaxed than the intentional intra-sign movements. By
generating arbitrary inter-sign transitions, new sequences of
signs can be generated automatically, something that is far
less practical using video.

JASigning provides Java components that prepares SiGML
data, converts it to g-SiGML form if necessary, and pro-
cesses it via Animgen (which is a native C++ library) to
generate animation data. A renderer then animates the an-
imation data in realtime under the control of a range of
methods and callback routines. The typical mode of oper-
ation is that one or more signs are converted to animation
data sequences held in memory. The data sequence may be
played in its entirety, or paused and repeated. If desired,
the animation data can be saved in a Character Animation
Stream (CAS) file, and XML format for animation frame
data that can be replayed at a later data. The JASigning
components may be used in Java applications or as web ap-
plets for embedding signing avatars in web pages. A number
of simple applications are provided, processing SiGML data
via URLs or acting as servers to which SiGML data can be
directed.

4. SEARCH-BY-EXAMPLE SYSTEM
The architecture of the Search-By-Example system involves
a server that performs sign recognition controlled by a Java
client that uses JASigning components to display animations
of signs. The client and server are connected by TCP/IP
sockets and use a simple protocol involving exchange of
data encoded in XML relating to the recognition process.
The client provides a graphical user interface that allows
the recognised data to be presented in a number of ways.



(a) Feature vector (b) Sequential Pattern

Figure 2: Pictorial description of Sequential Patterns.
(a) shows an example feature vector made up of 2D motions of the hands. In this case the first element shows ‘right hand
moves up’, the second ‘right hand moves down’ etc. (b) shows a plausible pattern that might be found for the GSL sign

‘bridge’. In this sign the hands move up to meet each other, they move apart and then curve down as if drawing a
hump-back bridge.

Before the user performs a sign to drive a search, the user
selects the language that will be used. At present the choice
is between GSL and DGS. A message indicating the choice
of language is sent from the client to the server to initi-
ate recognition. The user is then able to move into the
KinectTMsigning mode. In order to allow the user to tran-
sition easily between the keyboard/mouse interface and the
Kinect signing interface, motion operated KinectTMbuttons
(K-Buttons) have been employed. These K-Buttons are
placed outside the signing zone and are used to indicate
when the user is ready to sign and when they have finished
signing. Once the user has signed their query the result is
returned to the client in the form of a ranked list of sign
identifiers and confidence levels. The sign identifiers enable
the appropriate concepts in the Dicta-Sign Basic Lexicon to
be accessed. If the user has performed a known sign, there
is a high likelihood that the correct sign will be identified.
However, as the recognition process currently only focuses
on hand location and movements, signs that differ solely by
handshape have the potential to be confused. If the user
performs an unknown sign, or a meaningless sign, the sys-
tem will generally propose signs that share common features
with the example.

The animation client provides space to present up to four
signs at a time so the user will normally see the top four can-
didate signs matched by the recognition process. The signs
are played continuously until a stop button is pressed. If
more than four signs were returned as being significant, they
are formed into batches of four, and the user can select any
of these batches for display, and switch back and forth be-
tween them as desired. The animations use the HamNoSys
recorded for the corresponding concept in the Basic Lexi-
con for the chosen language. A label under the animation
panel gives the gloss name and a spoken English word for
the concept. If the mouse is placed over the panel, a display
of a definition of the concept, extracted from WordNet, is
provided. Figure 3 shows the display of the last three results
returned for a DGS search.

The user is also able to select any of the concepts individ-
ually and view its realisation in all four languages using a

Translations button. In this case the HamNoSys data that
drives the avatars is extracted from the Basic Lexicon for all
four languages for the chosen concept. The label under the
animation panel gives the language, concept number, and
the spoken word for the concept in the corresponding spo-
ken language. Figure 4 shows the display of the results for
the concept Gun. As this concept has a natural iconic rep-
resentation, it is not surprising that the signs are all similar.

The implementation of the client uses JASigning compo-
nents. In this case, there will be up to four active instances
of the avatar rendering software. The different HamNoSys
sequences are converted to SiGML and processed through
Animgen to produce up to four sequences of animation data.
All the avatar panels are triggered to start playing together
and will animate their assigned sequence. Since some signs
will take longer to perform, a controlling thread collects sig-
nals that the signs have been completed, and triggers a repe-
tition of all the signs when the last has completed. The result
is to keep the performances synchronised, which simplifies
comparison of signs. The controlling thread also handles
broadcasting of Stop and Play signals to the avatar panels.
All the usual signing avatar controls are available so that the
size and viewing angle of each of the avatars can be varied
independently. Although in this case the same virtual char-
acter is used for all avatars, it would be a simple matter to
allow a choice of avatars, using different characters for each
language if desired.

5. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
We present some results and user evaluation for the ma-
jor components of the Search-By-Example system. For the
recognition process it is possible to use controlled data sets
to evaluate the accuracy of the system when searching for
a known sign. We present a rigorous analysis of recogni-
tion accuracy across two languages over a subset of the lex-
icon. For the animation system there are several aspects to
be considered ranging from the accuracy of the HamNoSys
representation of the signs, the effectiveness of Animgen in
producing an animation, assuming accurate HamNoSys, and
compatibility between the signs used by the users and those
used for training. In addition to these tests, a version of



Figure 3: Displaying second batch of matched signs

the prototype has received preliminary external evaluation
by Deaf users as a tool, which leads to not only quantitative
but also qualitative feedback.

5.1 Recognition Accuracy
While the recognition prototype is intended to work as a live
system, quantitative results have been obtained by the stan-
dard method of splitting pre-recorded data into training and
test sets. The split between test and training data can be
done in several ways. This work uses two versions, the first
to show results on signer dependent data, as is traditionally
used, the second shows performance on un-seen signers, a
signer independent test.

5.1.1 Data Sets
In order to train the KinectTMinterface, two data sets were
captured for training the dictionary; the first is a data set
of 20 GSL signs, randomly chosen from the Dicta-Sign lexi-
con, containing both similar and dissimilar signs. This data
includes six people performing each sign an average of seven
times. The signs were all captured in the same environment
with the KinectTMand the signer in approximately the same
place for each subject. The second data set is larger and
more complex. It contains 40 DGS signs from the Dicta-
Sign lexicon, chosen to provide a phonetically balanced sub-
set of HamNoSys motion and location phonemes. There are
14 participants each performing all the signs 5 times. The
data was captured using a mobile system giving varying view
points. All signers in both data sets are non-native giving
a wide variety of signing styles for training purposes. Since
this application is a dictionary, all signs are captured as root
forms. This removes the contextual information added by
grammar in the same way as using an infinitive to search in
a spoken language dictionary.

5.1.2 GSL Results

GSL 20 Signs DGS 40 signs
D I D I

Top 1 92% 76% 59.8% 49.4%
Top 4 99.9% 95% 91.9% 85.1%

Table 1: Quantitative results of offline tests for D (signer
dependent) and I (signer independent) tests.

Two variations of tests were performed; firstly the signer de-
pendent version, where one example from each signer was re-
served for testing and the remaining examples were used for
training. This variation was cross-validated multiple times
by selecting different combinations of train and test data.
Of more interest for this application however, is signer inde-
pendent performance. For this reason the second experiment
involves reserving data from a subject for testing, then train-
ing on the remaining signers. This process is repeated across
all signers in the data set. Since the purpose of this work
is as a translation tool, the classification does not return a
single response. Instead, like a search engine, it returns a
ranked list of possible signs. Ideally the sign would be close
to the top of this list. Results are shown for two possibil-
ities; the percentage of signs which are correctly ranked as
the first possible sign (Top 1) and the percentage which are
ranked in the top four possible signs.

As expected, the Dependant case produces higher results,
gaining 92% of first ranked signs and nearly 100% when
considering the top four ranked signs. Notably though, the
user independent case is equally convincing, dropping to just
76% for the number one ranked slot and 95% within the top
four signs.

5.1.3 DGS Results
The DGS data set offers a more challenging task as there is a
wider range of signers and environments. Experiments were
run in the same format as for the GSL data set. With the



Figure 4: Displaying the signs corresponding to the concept Gun

increased number of signs the percentage accuracy for the
first returned result is lower than that of the GSL tests at
59.8% for dependent and 49.4% for independent. However
the recall rates within the top four ranked signs (now only
10% of the dataset) are still high at 91.9% for the dependent
tests and 85.1% for the independent ones. For comparison, if
the system had returned randomly ranked list of signs there
would have been a 2.5% chance of the right sign being in
the first slot and a 10.4% chance of it being in the top four
results.

While most signs are well distinguished, there are some signs
which routinely get confused with each other. A good ex-
ample of this is the three DGS signs ‘already’, ‘Athens’ and
‘Greece’ which share very similar hand motion and location
but are distinguishable by handshape which is not currently
modelled.

5.2 Initial User Evaluation
Detailed user evaluation is an ongoing process as the system
evolves. Here we present some initial, mainly qualitative,
results of evaluation of an early version of the system based
on the GSL data. Results of these micro-tests are being used
to improve continuing work in this area.

5.2.1 Familiarity with Signs
The users performing the tests were familiar with LSF while
the tests used exclusively GSL. Hence many of the signs
used would be new to the testers, as if they were looking
up new signs in a foreign language dictionary. In an initial
evaluation, a range of the GSL signs were shown and testers
asked to guess the meaning of the signs. About a quarter
were highly iconic and were guessed reliably by Deaf testers.
About another quarter were guessed correctly by over half
the testers.

5.2.2 Search Effectiveness

The testers were then able to use the recognition system
to search for specific signs. In about 25% of searches, the
target sign was the first presented. In 50% of cases the
sign was in the top four. The sign was in the top eight
in 75% of cases. These results are promising though not
as good as for the analysis presented above for the recog-
nition system. A number of factors explain these results.
For a proportion of searches, unfamiliarity with using the
KinectTMdevice meant that the recogniser was not able to
track the tester’s signing and unreliable results were re-
turned. Even for iconic signs, there will be small differences
between languages that will impede recognition. Also, as
already noted in section 5.1.1, the original GSL data set
was captured under consistent conditions. As the prototype
was evaluated under different conditions it became appar-
ent that the system had become dependent on some of the
consistency shown in the training data. This informed the
method used for capturing future data and a mobile capture
system was developed.

5.2.3 Use in Translation
Although the Search-By-Example tool is meant as a proof of
the concept that sign language input (recognition) and out-
put (synthesis) can be combined in a working tool, it has not
been designed to fulfil a specific need for translation between
sign languages. Nevertheless, some experiments were done,
providing testers with a sentence in GSL to be translated
to LSF. When required, the tester could use the transla-
tion functionality. An example of one of the sentences for
translation was: ‘In 2009, a huge fire devastated the area
around Athens. Next autumn, there were only ashes.’
These sentences were recorded as videos by native GSL sign-
ers. Highlighted words in the sentence are concepts whose
signs that can be recognised by the system. Other parts of
the sentences were performed in an iconic way, allowing the
LSF tester to directly understand them. GSL syntax was
preserved for the test. The testers were asked to watch the
videos and to give a translation of the video into LSF using



(if needed) the software. Due to the iconic nature of signing,
a good proportion of each sentence was correctly translated
on the first attempt, although in most cases errors remained.
By using the tool to recognise GSL signs and substitute the
LSF equivalents, most testers were able to provide an ac-
curate translation in about three attempts. This test also
highlighted that significant failures occur when the sign be-
ing searched is used in a different context than that trained
for. The example highlighted by the evaluation was where
the training included the sign ‘bend’ as in to bend a bar
down at the end, while the signers were searching for ‘bend’
as in bending an object towards them. It is clear that with-
out an obvious root version of a sign, the long term aim
should be to incorporate the ability to recognise signs in
context.

5.2.4 User Interface and Avatar Usage
A number of problems were reported in the ability of testers
to recognise the signs shown by the avatar. These included:
distraction caused by all animations running together; sign-
ing speed appearing to be very high; size of avatar being
too small for discrimination of small details. The first of
these could be solved by enabling animation to occur only
on selected panels. It has been observed before that compre-
hension of the avatar signing is better at a slower speeds. It
is straightforward to slow down the performance of all signs
and entirely practical to add a speed control, as is present
on a number of existing JASigning applications. Controls
already exist for users to zoom in on sections of the avatar,
but it is not clear if the testers had been introduced to all
the options available in the prototype system. Hence an ex-
tended period of training and exploration should be provided
in future user evaluations.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
A prototype recognition system has been presented which
works well on a subset of signs. It has been shown that
signer independent recognition is possible with classification
rates comparable to the more simple task of signer depen-
dent recognition. This offers hope for sign recognition sys-
tems to be able to work without significant user training in
the same way that speech recognition systems currently do.
Future work should obviously look at expanding the data
set to include more signs. Preliminary tests on video data
using a similar recognition architecture resulted in recog-
nition rates above 70% on 984 signs from the Dicta-Sign
lexicon. Due to the lack of training data this test was per-
formed solely as a signer dependent test. Since the current
architecture is limited by the signs in the KinectTMtraining
database it is especially desirable that cross-modal features
are developed which can allow recognition systems to be
trained on existing data sets, whilst still exploiting the real-
time benefits of the KinectTM.

As part of the increase in lexicon it will also be necessary to
expand the type of linguistic concepts which are described by
the features; of particular use would be the handshape. Sev-
eral methods are available for appearance based handshape
recognition but currently few are sufficiently robust for such
an unconstrained environment. The advantages offered by
the KinectTMdepth sensors should allow more robust tech-
niques to be developed. However, handshape recognition in
a non-constrained environment continues to be a non-trivial

task which will require significant effort from the computer
vision community. Until consistent handshape recognition
can be performed, including results would add noise to the
recognition features and be detrimental to the final results.

On the other side of the prototype a synthesis system has
been developed to display the results of recognition. User
evaluation has revealed a number of areas where the inter-
face could be improved in order to enhance the usefulness
of the system. In particular, users should be given the op-
tion of greater control over which of the recognised signs are
animated and over the speed, size, and view of the avatar.

Dicta-Sign is a research project so independent development
of recognition and synthesis systems is an option. However,
there is great value to the Deaf user community if working
systems are constructed that will prototype the types of net-
worked applications that are made possible by the project.
The aim is to pull these technologies together with advanced
linguistic processing in a Sign Wiki, a conceptual application
that would provide Deaf communities with the same ability
to contribute, edit, and view sign language materials de-
veloped in a collaborative fashion. The Search-By-Example
system is intended as a small step in that direction.
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